
configurable designs
for dynamic laboratories

Hamilton Laboratory Solutions 
Panorama Steel Laboratory 
Casework

Inspiring progress.



Flexibility, superior quality and exacting specifications 

enhance the value of any scientific environment

Panorama is a single casework platform that offers the ultimate 
in flexibility. The high quality construction and sleek design 
provide endless options for a variety of laboratory applications.

Hamilton Laboratory Solutions Panorama Steel Laboratory Casework

Design Options Three distinct designs allow you to tailor the appearance of your laboratory: 
flush overlay steel, inset steel, flush overlay wood.

Appearance Options Choose from a variety of 18 steel powder coat colors. Create warmth and character with unique 
veneers and extraordinary grain, cut, and balance options in oak or maple. 

Field Convertible Interior components including: drawers, doors, drawer suspension and shelves that can be 
reconfigured in the field to rapidly adapt to your changing laboratory needs. 

LEED Compliance Environmentally compliant paints, stains, glues and adhesives are specifically formulated to 
safeguard indoor air quality while clarifying and protecting your initial investment.

Industry Compliance SEFA 8 Metal, NFPA 30, NIH and CDC compliant, UL listed and FM approved.

Lift-out gravity fit back panels

Manually adjustable 
hardware and cabinet 
support rails

Optional front vertical 
slip cover

Height-adjustable shelves

Self-locating full extension 
drawer slides and shelf clips
} Five full-extension options

Interior cabinet bottom 
leveling glides with  
plug buttons

Fully enclosed toekick

Standard five-knuckle 
stainless steel inset hinges 
with optional flush overlay 
and concealed hinge
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ensure value



Three distinct designs 
to tailor the appearance of your laboratory

Design Options Four distinct designs allow you to tailor the appearance of your laboratory:
flush overlay steel, inset steel, radiused flush overlay steel, flush overlay wood.

Appearance Options Choose from a variety of 18 steel powder coat colors. Create warmth and character with unique
veneers and extraordinary grain, cut, and balance options in oak, maple or bamboo.

Field Convertible Interior components including: drawers, doors, drawer suspension and shelves that can be
reconfigured in the field to rapidly adapt to your changing laboratory needs.

LEED Compliance Environmentally compliant paints, stains, glues and adhesives are specifically formulated to
safeguard indoor air quality while clarifying and protecting your initial investment.

Industry Compliance SEFA 8 Metal, NFPA 30, NIH and CDC compliant, UL listed and FM approved.

Height-adjustable shelves

Flush overlay steel 
offers a contemporary design 
with multiple hardware options.

Inset steel 
provides a clean appearance 
for your laboratory.

Flush overlay wood 
combines the durability of 
steel and the warmth of  
wood front options.

}Available in fixed, mobile or suspended configurations.

Adapts to your laboratory needs

Reconfigurable 
Design

Panorama provides the flexibility to meet  
the changing demands of modern laboratories.

FUNCTION:
• Door to drawer reconfigurations

APPEARANCE:
• Steel color changes
• Steel to wood / Wood to steel

Hamilton Laboratory Solutions Panorama Steel Laboratory Casework
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825 East Albert Drive
Manitowoc, WI 54220 US

920.657.1970 www.hamiltonlab.com 
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